—
Datacenter One and Anexia to form a strategic
partnership
—
New partnership announced between Datacenter One, a provider for
data center development, colocation and connectivity throughout
Germany, and Anexia, international cloud and managed hosting
provider.
Stuttgart, May 6, 2019 – From May 1, 2019 Anexia will take over the managed services division
of the Datacenter One Group and will open a new office in Stuttgart. During 2020 Datacenter One
will open a new and modern data center in southern Germany, with Anexia as a strategic anchor
client. For Anexia this partnership with Datacenter One, which is planned as a long-term
cooperation, represents a further step in the successive expansion of its Backbone Europe project
in Germany, and prospectively also at other Datacenter One locations.
In future Datacenter One will focus on planning, building and operating modern regional data
centers and the associated fiberoptics infrastructure. In Anexia Datacenter One has found a partner
that brings a high level of technical expertise in the field of managed hosting, thanks to its clear
area of specialization. This will enable an optimal and uninterrupted transition of business activities
to take place and innovative solutions and reliable services to be provided on a long-term basis.
‘In Anexia we have found a strong and dependable partner for our long-term managed services
customers and one that wishes to expand this business segment significantly in Germany, and we
look forward to successful cooperation,’ says Markus Binder, Managing Director of Datacenter One.
‘This cooperation with Anexia will enable us to extend our regional data centers to another
economically vibrant metropolitan region in southern Germany,’ adds Wolfgang Kaufmann,
Managing Director of Datacenter One.
‘Anexia has clearly emerged as a dependable and promising partner for taking over the managed
services division. This will enable Anexia to position itself even more strongly within the German
hosting market. We look forward, along with our customers, to a successful future together. We are
certain that the extensive and innovative portfolio offered by Anexia includes attractive services
that will enable our customers to cope with the IT challenges of tomorrow. We feel duty-bound to
give the highest priority to maintaining a good partnership in the long term,’ says Alexander
Windbichler, founder and CEO of Anexia.

About Anexia
Anexia was founded in 2006 by Alexander Windbichler in Klagenfurt, Austria. The IT service
provider is offering high-quality and individual cloud and managed hosting solutions as well as
individual software and app development. Anexia is also running its own, independent data centers.
With more than 200 employees in over 10 offices in Europe and the USA, Anexia has over 90
international server locations and is attending to 10,000 active customers.
More information: anexia-it.com.
About Datacenter One
Datacenter One designs and builds turnkey data centers in sizes starting from 500 sq m at a chosen
location in between six and nine months. The company has data center locations in Leverkusen,
Düsseldorf (from summer 2019) and Stuttgart. Further data centers are currently being planned.
Colocation and ColoConnect options ensure that all customers have the ideal capacity for their
requirements – individual, flexible and scalable during operation. The data centers provided by
Datacenter One offer high levels of energy efficiency (PUE values < 1.3), and with ISO 27001 and
EN 50600 certifications they meet high security requirements.
Datacenter One is a German company with its headquarter in Stuttgart.
More information: DC1.com.
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